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The State of STEM
Where we are today
While the 8.6 million STEM jobs in the US in
May 2015 represented only 6.2% of U.S.
employment, STEM jobs are growing twice as
fast as other jobs (over 10% year over year). By
2020, Brookings states, “demand for skilled
technologists will exceed the number of
qualified applicants by 1 million.”

STEM Jobs Grow
More STEM jobs than students
Data also show 73% of required degrees in
STEM jobs that require postsecondary
education are bachelor’s degrees (compared
to 21% of regular jobs). Individual regions
help illustrate this crisis: Indiana is projected
to have 401,408 STEM jobs by 2020, but not
enough students are graduating with STEMrelated education.

COVID-19 New Reality
Pre-virus McKinsey Institute Study
"Job growth through 2030 for health professionals, STEM (science,
technology, engineering and mathematics) areas, alternative energy,
professional jobs in service fields including managers, and in education –
all fields requiring some higher education or graduate degrees.
Before the realities of the pandemic, big declines were already predicted
for office clerks, retail salespeople, farmworkers, cashiers, food workers,
waiters, secretaries and administrative assistants.
One conclusion seems reasonable: Americans will generally need greater
access to higher education and vocational training programs, not less, even
if it includes a more online, more socially distant experience.
Historically, when economies enter recessions bordering on
depressions, the demand and need for higher education increases."
Source: University World News, April 25, 2020

MOVING STEM EDUCATION FORWARD
The ETHOS Vision is to be the region's primary driver and resource for
expanding K-12 STEM education.

This is critical for impacting our region's economic growth goals to match the
national per capita income by 2025 -- and educate a world-class workforce,
recruiting and retaining great talent, and helping entrepreneurs thrive..

Indiana STEM
K-12 Requirements by 2025
100% of Indiana K-12 teachers will be
trained in problem-based and inquirybased approaches to learning by 2025.
100% of Indiana schools will implement
integrated, evidence-based STEM
curriculum by 2025.
100% of Indiana schools will create and
sustain related business and industry
partnerships in order to inform curriculum,
instruction, and student experiences to
foster college and career readiness.

ACCELERATING STEM IN OUR REGION

6 COUNTIES

454 SCHOOLS

158,210 STUDENTS

Our region consists of
Elkhart, St. Joseph, Marshall,
Kosciusko, Cass and Berrien
counties.

50 school districts
comprising 454 public and
private schools exist in
these counties.

Over 158,000 K-12 students
are educated in these
counties.

South Bend Elkhart Region

91
SCHOOLS
PER YEAR
TO MEET STATE REQUIREMENTS
We must reach and implement STEM programs in
91 schools over the next five years to meet 100% of
state requirements.

INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS
Inquiry & Collaboration

“…there is little evidence that when
teaching is matched to style there is
enhanced learning. Yes, teachers
should use various methods of
teaching, and if one method does not
work they should change to another,
but there is no support for classifying
students by learning style and then
matching the teaching to that style.”

JOHN HATTIE

Where do we go next?
HOW DO WE GET THERE?

Current
Elkhart Schools

Next
Elkhart Schools

ELKHART

BAUGO

FAIRFIELD
GOSHEN
CONCORD

MIDDLEBURY
WA-NEE
PRIVATE SCHOOLS

ST THOMAS
25,700 STUDENTS

13,500 STUDENTS

SUSTAINING
SCIENCE...
ROBOTICS...
INNOVATION

The Innovation Center
Our campus includes space for students, teachers,
innovators and entrepreneurs with ability to
accomodate data storage, incubators and start-ups.

STEM Curricula & Materials
Curricula and warehousing for science materials
supporting hands-on science learning in six
counties with over 450 schools.

Classroom & Training Support
Student and teacher training programs include
ETHOS Academy, online learning, educator
training, camps, field trips, and more.

GEARS Robotics
Impacting almost 3,000 kids per year with
robotics teams, competitions, camps and
more.

Professional Learning
Communities for Teachers
STEM-focused PLCs, cohorts and
Professional Development supports
teachers to learn, develop and share
best STEM instruction and practices.

Proven Online|Onsite STEM
Curricula and Materials
Our expertise in designing and training
teachers with standard and custom
STEM instruction and material tools
assures efficient classroom
implementation and career pathway
engagement.

ETHOS STEM Program Levels
ELEMENTARY
Inquiry-based and STEM certification training for teachers, integrating
science into year-long math and writing curricula.

MIDDLE SCHOOL
SEPUP, Project Lead The Way, and Coding modules training and support
for 7-8 grade teachers.

HIGH SCHOOL
Professional Learning Communities, STEM Cohort facilitation and
consultative support for assisting teachers with standardizing Chemistry,
Biology and Project Based Learning curricula in each school.

Timeline for
STEM
For each school over
next five years

CURRENT ASSESSMENT
Identify STEM currciula needs for each
grade level.

PROGRAM DESIGN
Collaboratively develop online|onsite STEM
programs with teachers and
administrators.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Develop multi-year implementation plans
and measures for each grade level.

TRAIN AND EXECUTE
Train, support and execute plans with
teachers and administrators.

MEASURE
Assist with collecting and reporting
identified measures and impacts.

PROFESSIONAL

STEM

LEARNING

ONLINE | ONSITE

COMMUNITIES

CURRICULA

Engage teachers in
developing their STEM
sharing community.

Collaboratively develop
STEM curricula, pathways
and Project Based Learning
experiences.

STEM
IMPLEMENTATION
TEMPLATE
Program ingredients for
each school

STEM MATERIALS
Align STEM materials that
support curricula
(standard science kits,
SEPUP modules, coding,
custom materials).

PROFESSIONAL

FUNDING

DEVELOPMENT

ENGAGEMENT

Train, consult and support
teachers year-round in
their STEM success.

Assist schools with
obtaining and grants and
funding required to
implement STEM curricula
and materials.

ELEMENTARY IMPLEMENTATION

EXAMPLE:
ELKHART
COMMUNTY
SCHOOLS

September/October 2020: Members of Instructional Leadership and the Superintendent will
engage elementary teachers in discussions regarding the rationale for considering inquiry kits, the
current use of such kits, and perspective from staff on prior usage. The goal will be to cluster
teachers across 2-3 schools for a discussion of rationale for science instruction and critical dialogue
about kit usage in order to build understanding and prior knowledge and to reach consensus about
moving forward with inquiry kits. If consensus is to not move forward with inquiry kits, then
alternative plans for articulating science instruction K-6 will be required to emerge from these
conversations. Teacher and administrative representatives from schools will be selected to serve as
the science curriculum and adoption committee to determine finally how the district will teach
science consistently across grades K-6.
October-December 2020: Science curriculum and adoption committee members will analyze the
current K-6 science standards. If the consensus is to continue with and expand science kit usage,
committee members will verify alignment of current kits with grade levels or grade spans.
December 2020-March 2021: The committee will define a kit matrix for grades K-6 aligned to
standards and skills. Teachers and curriculum specialists will look at which investigations are
integral to the overall learning within the kits and costs for returning kits to service or refurbishing
the kits will be calculated.
April 2021: Full list of adopted materials and costs will be approved by Elkhart Community Schools
Board of Trustees
Summer 2021: Teachers will receive training on inquiry and specific kits.
August 2021: Implementation of K-6 inquiry kit matrix begins.

MIDDLE SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION

EXAMPLE:
ELKHART
COMMUNTY
SCHOOLS

Summer to Fall 2020: Teachers and administrators affiliated with current middle school programs will
engage in structured conversations about the purpose of middle school science. Discussion will focus
on what is the core 7th and 8th grade curriculum, what could be supplemental, what could be
conducted through mini-courses, and what is the most developmentally appropriate sequence of
learning to prepare students for their future selection of an Elkhart High School School of Study.
Analysis of current programs would critically
question the role of Biology I, Ag Science, and the role of credit bearing classes in middle school.
Teachers would also be provided opportunities for training in Argument-Driven Inquiry (ADI).
October/November 2020: Once the course offerings and sequences are decided, teachers and
administrators will carefully analyze grade level standards and determine the effectiveness of any
current curriculum. For general science courses, discussion would focus on what middle school inquiry
kits or materials can be used or on what core labs the middle school science teachers would like to
form the guaranteed and viable curriculum.
November 2020-January 2021: The committee will define a resource matrix for grades 7-8 aligned to
standards and skills. Teachers and curriculum specialists will look at which investigations/kits/laboratory
experiences are integral to the overall learning within each grade level and potential costs will be
calculated.
January-March 2021: Conduct possible pilots of materials
April 2021: Full list of adopted materials and costs will be approved by Elkhart Community Schools
Board of Trustees
Summer 2021: Teachers will receive training on instructional resources.
August 2021: Implementation of 7-8 course matrix begins.

HIGH SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION

EXAMPLE:
ELKHART
COMMUNTY
SCHOOLS

Summer 2020: As high school teachers have been moving toward a guaranteed and viable
curriculum for courses for Elkhart High School, the next logical step would be to ask teachers in core
subject areas (Biology I, Chemistry 1, Earth Space Science, Integrated Chemistry & Physics, Physics,
Advanced Biology, and Advanced Chemistry) to determine what essential laboratory experiences
should occur within each course. If laboratory module kits are provided as a teacher-designed
curriculum kit, then this module could be assembled, priced, and sold as instructional curriculum
materials. The important piece here would be that these are teacher-designed and collectively vetted
by the department professional learning communities, or they need to be research-based curricular
units offered by a recognized organization/vendor. The goal of these sessions would be to look at
essential standards and determine what laboratory experiences best help students master these
standards. Teachers would also be provided opportunities for professional development in ADI.
Fall 2020: A committee of representatives from each discipline and middle schools (if appropriate)
create a matrix of laboratory modules aligned to state content area and process standards. Modules
would contain lesson/instructional plans informed by Argument-Driven Inquiry, assessments, student
artifacts of learning, and supply lists. ETHOS curriculum specialists would determine costs for creating
these modules as kits.
January- March 2021: Teachers would pilot laboratory modules and/or new instructional materials to
assess their effectiveness and evaluate the process for module implementation.
April 2021: Full list of adopted materials and costs will be approved by Elkhart Community Schools
Board of Trustees
Summer 2021: Teachers will receive training on instructional resources and ADI.
August 2021: Implementation of high school core science course matrix begins.

GEARS Robotics
ROBOTICS EXPERIENCES
ETHOS provides a state-of-the-art, nationally
recognized STEM and robotics curriculum to over
5,000 students and educators annually in Elkhart
County and the surrounding region.
These programs grow engineering skills and students
learn about science, communication, research and
critical thinking.
Robotics Camps
First LEGO Leagues
Competitions and Championships

ETHOS Experiences
INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCES
Engage in ETHOS Facebook live streams and other
onsite hands-on and interactive experiences.

FIELD TRIPS
Teacher and parents can engage kids in field trips for
grades 1-8 meeting state educational requirements.

CAMPS
See our seasonal camps schedule for school and family
programs.

ACADEMY
See our menu of home-school and online learning
programs for teachers and families.

ETHOS Online Learning
Educators, parents and students will access lessons and
activities, videos, virtual demonstrations, hands-on tutorials and
instructions, and more..

FOR EDUCATORS
Schedule online appointments for curriculum coaching.
Access weekly lessons with activities for different grade levels.
Access links to other recommended online resources.

FOR PARENTS
View videos and activities sharing ideas and lessons for home-schoolers.
Access articles about the importance of STEM education, inquiry,
experiments, and hands-on visual learning.

FOR STUDENTS
Virtual STEM Clubs with weekly Facebook Live experiments.
Download featured at-home activities and worksheets.

ETHOS
LEVELS OF SCHOOL
ENGAGEMENT

MASTERS
PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATE
Educators utilize
ETHOS onsite
Innovation Center and
Academy programs.

Educators create STEM
Professional Learning
Communities and
utilize ETHOS curricula,
materials and support.

Educators are ETHOS
certified, design custom
curricula, lead cohorts
and mentor other
educators to master
STEM learning
practices.

30%

70%

IMPLEMENT ETHOS

IMPLEMENT ETHOS

PROGAMMING IN 30% OF

PROGAMMING IN 70% OF

SCHOOLS (136) BY 2023

SCHOOLS (318) BY 2025

Regional
STEM Impact
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Number of ETHOS Schools
Our goal is to engage 70% (318)
of the 454 schools within our six
county region by 2025.
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This will assure that over 110,000
students are impacted with a
sustainable STEM education
and career opportunities.

ETHOS
Sustainability

1,250,000

1,000,000

ETHOS Science Kit Revenue
750,000

By achieving our goal with
impacting 70% of all schools in
our region, conservatively, ETHOS
will be sustainable and able to
invest in further STEM educational
outreach and career advancement
technologies.
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Science Kit Revenue (other services not included)

2025

Profit goals are to achieve at least 12% overall average profit
margin across all services.

ETHOS Dashboard
MEASURES FOR SUCCESS
Children served ratio
No. children utilizing services
Teachers trained
Teacher reach
District reach
Student scores
State testing scores - pre and post test
No, children enrolled and graduation
STEM-related jobs filled
STEM-related jobs retained
Community growth in STEM businesses
Community growth in STEM-related
jobs

Net income
Income-to-expense ratio by department
Foot traffic
No. kits refurbishment, labor hours
Classroom kit utilization
School district kit utilization
Kit return rate
Profit per kit, standard deviation
Average time spent
Innovation Center occupancy
Retention
Robotics and camps outreach - new and
returning
Bus utilization (Science 2 Go)

DOUGLAS HUNNINGS

The
ETHOS
Team
Experts focused
on each
educational
level

Director of Primary STEM
Education

COURTNEY PORTER
Director of Secondary STEM
Education

JOHN TAYLOR
Director of Interactive STEM
Products and Experiences

SCOTT CHASE
Director of Robotics and
Industrial Applications

A Team of
Experts
We are adding three
STEM Directors to focus
on working with
educators at each level
to maximize curricula
and kit distribution
throughout Elkhart
County starting fall
2021 - with Elkhart
Community Schools as
the template for
expansion.

ETHOS
Commitment to STEM

STEM in Schools

Robotics

Experiences

Where STEM
Leads Us
STEM creates a future
economy for our region.
It keeps youth engaged
through hands-on,
project-based learning.
It's proven to improve
math and writing scores.
Join us in building a
sustainable future in STEM.

Get in Touch
We'd love to gain your support
JIM FINAN, CEO
ADDRESS
1025 N. Michigan St. Elkhart, Indiana 46514

PHONE
574.266.7149

EMAIL
jimf@ethosinc.org

ADDITIONAL READING
ETHOS INNOVATION CENTER
www.ethosinc.org

INDIANA STEM EDUCATION
www.doe.in.gov/wf-stem/indiana-stem-education-sciencetechnology-engineering-and-mathematics

VISIBLE LEARNING, JOHN HATTIE
www.visible-learning.org

